
Action Photography Tip #1: Plan ahead! Carefully plan where you 
will set up.  This is probably the biggest mistake for action photographers.  
I can’t tell you how many parents I see on the sidelines shooting their son’s 
soccer game from the middle of the field.  Since the action will mostly 
occur near the goal, that is a much better place to set up.  No matter what 
action you are going to shoot, you need to predict where you can be to 
capture the face of the subject.

Action Photography Tip #3: Shoot in short bursts rather than one long bursts.  This will prevent your 
buffer from filling up, which could cost you the shot.  I usually shoot action in three shot bursts, wait a second, 
then shoot another burst.  To do this, turn your camera to continuous shot mode.

Action!
Action photography requires specific skills to produce successful images. 
Panning, predictive focusing, and selective metering are all important 
skills that are not as hard to master due to new technology and advances in 
digital cameras today. Also knowing your subject matter is very important 
when one is shooting action photography. It helps in predicting when a 
good shot will happen and you will be prepared to capture it.

Action Photography Tip #2: Pre-focus. If the subject suddenly springs into the frame, you might 
consider using a technique called pre-focusing. To do this, focus on the subject, locked the focus by using the 
switch on the lens to change it to manual, and then waited for the moment and snapped the shot.  Since you 
don’t have to wait for focus, you can still capture the faster action shot. This also helps in low light situations.



Action Photography Tip #4:  Give the subject space to move.  For fast-
moving subjects, the best composition is usually to allow some space on the 
side of the photo where they are traveling.

Action Photography Tip #5: Don’t miss the face.  Capturing the expression 
on the face of the subject will add much more drama to the photo. 

Action Photography Tip #6: Get down low.  One of the most important–and lesser-known–composition 
tips is that shooting from down low will make your subject look powerful.  Look at any picture of a CEO in 
Forbes or Business Week and you’ll see that they are often shot from a low angle to make the person seem like a 
towering giant.  The same is true in action shots, where photographers generally want to make the subject look 
dramatic and powerful.

Action Photography Tip #7:  Shoot with two eyes open.  I learned this 
trick from teaching classes in shotgun shooting.  Closing one eye lessens your 
ability to determine depth and hinder’s your eye’s ability to track movement.  It 
takes some practice, but I always shoot sports and action with two eyes open, 
and it seems to help me get the shot.

Now that you have an amazing action shot come up with a crative 
concept that emphasizes the action. Create something with a 
dramatic theme. Use multiple images to create a realistic effect. I will 
show an example in class of the layers used in this example I made.

Schedule
Tuesday: Look at action shots talk about them and discuss how to improve.
Wednesday: Make a plan for the conceptual piece
Thursday: Shoot background images and shoot action again if needed
Friday: Edit
Monday: edit
Tuesday: edit
Wednesday: Critique Day



Here are examples of a professional photographer Tim Tadder and how he uses this technique to create amazing 
pieces that are a part of some very popular advertising campainges.


